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KEY FEATURES

STT has developed its proprietary suite of software called Broker Back Office 
Software. This software integrates with Trading Systems such as STT’s Avvento 
Trader and CSD systems to provide a complete Back Office Solution for Broker’s to 
manage their clients and client accounts.

The BBO system integrates with stock exchanges CSD’s and CSDP’s to keep track 
of client/shareholder share and cash positions in the market as well as basic 
shareholder information e.g. address details, contact details etc. Brokers are 
segregated in the system so that they can only view and maintain their own client’s 
information and track their trading. The system also offers a range of comprehensive 
reports to aid in the tracking client activity and positions.

The BBO system also operates on our Crayne framework which allows 
administrators at the stock exchange or Brokers offices to customise and maintain 
the layout and access of menu’s / procedures based on roles so that code changes 
are not required for basic system customization.

Overview

High Level Overview of System Infrastructure



KEY FEATURES

Avvento on its own provides the following functionality: 

Trade online through the exchange interface (through a FIX Gateway or a published 
high speed proprietary API)

Provides a front end that allows real time viewing of pricing and ability to place orders 
and receive trade confirmations in real time from the exchange.

Allows for end clients (via DMA – Direct Market Access as configured by the broker for 
the end client), broker employees and agents to trade online

Ability for clients to place buy and sell orders through the internet. 

Provision for risk manager(s) of the firm to exercise emergency powers  - to disable 
some users, disable some clients, remove some orders etc depending on the market 
situation

Real-Time Trading Risk Management 

The BBO is developed using C# and HTML5 and is a browser based solution accessible over 
the web making it easy for Brokers and Broker Clients to setup and use the system.

The BBO can either be hosted at a Securities Exchange, on a broker’s infrastructure or on a 
cloud hosted platform.  

Allows only those orders that pass the risk checks. In particular, stops over-trading 

that may result in problematic debit balances. This is applicable to both securities 

and cash.

Provides the ability to trade through multiple channels simultaneously without 

compromising on risk checks. (When an order is placed whatever the channel the 

securities or cash are reserved) Channels could be 

- Direct entry by client through the internet

- Orders placed over phone with the account manager

- Orders placed over phone with the Centralized help desk 

Technical Features

If used in conjunction with the BBO, the BBO will integrate with Avvento to provide 
cash balance risk checks which:



The BBO System Provides the following core 
Functionality 

Recording and accounting trades

Management of cash and scrip accounts

End of day prices and portfolio revaluation

Cash and Scrip validation for risk management purposes

Automatic download of client and broker details from CSD 

Business Administration holds a lot of settings and customizability to segregate what role 

the BBO will play in the big picture. This ensures that the BBO is entirely customizable to 

your exchange solution, whether you are connecting to an exchange directly or CSD or a 

CSDP or verifying trade data, etc. The BBO caters for all.

Scrip Account Affiliations

Adding and maintaining bank records

Adding and maintaining bank branch records

Adding and maintaining account type records

Adding and maintaining cash account book records

Adding and maintaining profit centres 

Adding and maintaining SWIFT domain codes, family codes and sub family codes

Movement Codes

Swift message type

Deal types

Integration with ATS and CSD

Business Administration

Scrip Account Affiliations



The BBO System Provides the following core 
Functionality Cont.. 

In an event that a SWIFT Network goes down or is unavailable, manual over-rides for 

every trading event is catered for in the BBO system. This also allows you to track 

shareholder and trading. Share balances and security trading history. 

Record trades as they happen, these trades are visible in the BBO and achieved 

via a real-time feed from both the ATS and CSD systems

Reconcile trades with the trading system at end-of-day, and additionally account 

for trades that went directly through the ATS, if any. 

Account for various charges, brokerages, agent commissions, transaction 

charges if any 

Flexible definition of brokerages

Flexible commission set ups for generic fees

Access to back office reports to clients

Automatically generate accounting entries on trade date through a double entry 

accounting system (real time)

Accounting of custodial trades, including retail custodial trades 

Generate contract notes with export provision to pdf.

Support for multiple settlement types for equities and bonds

Support for all asset classes

Other trading functionality

- View instructions 

- View share balances

- Perform a transfer of shares 

- Manually capture a settlement allegement 

- Manually perform a status intimation 

- Manually capture a matched deal 

- Commitment screen

Recording and Accounting of trades

Manually Perform a Status intimation



View Share Movements

Perform a Transfer of Shares



Commitment Screen

View instructions



The BBO System Provides the following core 
Functionality Cont.. 

Accounting keeps track of all cash records as well as the chart of accounts. The general 

ledger is customizable per client’s portfolio per cash account to include or exclude cash 

flow to aid in in-depth reporting. 

Act as a full-fledged accounting system for the firm

-Add and maintain cash accounts 

-View cash movements 

-View of client chart of accounts 

-Perform journal posting

-Credit an account 

-Debit an account

-Perform a month end interest run

-View of standard interest rates 

-Bulk update of interest rate 

Compliant with regulations and accounting norms

Support automated accounting of most brokerage transactions, reducing the 

need for manual voucher entry to a minimum

Flexible and multi-level chart of accounts

Ability to generate all major financial statements and audit reports from the 

system

Ability to drill down from reports to final transaction

Provide debtors and creditors outstanding purchases and sales

Cash projections based on settlement obligations

Accounting of interest and on client cash held

Ability for clients and branches to request for payments (Ability to request 

corporate action payments)

Produces a downloadable file format to be uploaded to banking institutions to 

perform automated EFTs

Ability to automate money receipts from clients through a bank file upload

Support for file upload from multiple banks (will require necessary 

customization to support specific bank formats)

Ability to perform bank reconciliation for multiple bank accounts

Reconciliation of obligations for T+3 trades, and taking into account custodial 

trades

Provision to set trading limits for clients – to allow them to trade in excess of 

funds, but only up to an allowed limit 

Ability to automatically charge interest on over-due amounts and subject to 

pre-defined compounding frequency

Accounting



Add and Maintain Cash Accounts

View Cash Movements



View of Client Chart of Accounts

Perform Journal Posting

Debit an Account



The BBO System Provides the following core 
Functionality Cont.. 

Provision for multiple portfolio types – Trading, AFS, HTM

Client portfolio valuations and reports

Transaction history

Brokers can create client user accounts which clients can access via the Web based Client 

Portal, this allows clients to login and view their portfolio’s, cash balances as well as upload 

documents and generate reports

View their day’s trades, day’s positions and portfolio valuation through the portal 

Ability for clients to directly view their statements and SCD holdings through the 

internet. 

Ability for clients to view their cash balances and cash account statements

View contracts and ledgers through the portal 

Produce cash movement reports

Generate portfolio revaluation reports

Portfolio Management

Client Portal

Produce Cash Movement Reports



This is an easy and accessible way to maintain Shareholders details and their underlying 

portfolios.  Due to customizability, this can be configured to restrict clients from trading if 

legal documentation is not present nor valid. Client details are also maintained across all 

participants via SWIFT ISO 20022 standard messages (this is customizable)  

Finalisation

Client Loading

Scrip Accounts View 

Business partners view 

Client Account links

Business partner scrip account link view 

Client instrument link 

The BBO System Provides the following core 
Functionality Cont.. 

Client Maintenance

Client Loading



The BBO System Provides the following core 
Functionality Cont.. 

Strong password policies

Secure communication between client and server

Secure database

Scalability

Business Partners View

Technical Features

A wide range of customizable reports are available in the system to keep track of 

shareholders cash, shares, personal profile events, balances, etc. additional reports can 

also be added to the system using the intelligent RepGen Report Builder. 

Produce cash movement report for a client 

Generate portfolio revaluation report

Reporting

Ability to validate all buy orders against cash available and any trading limits granted, and 

to validate all sell orders against available stock (This is performed automatically by the 

ATS, stock available is fed from the CSD and cash available fed from the BBO)

Risk, Surveillance and Compliance



The BBO System Provides the following core 
Functionality Cont.. 

Support for maker-checker for key entry into the system

Flexible approval workflow process

Granular role based access permission for various functionalities of the system

Ability to flag transactions as not committed

Complete audit trail of all input, changes and deletes

This is done via system admin. Users will be created to log into the Crayne framework which 

will be individually linked to the Broker firm. The user role will determine what functionalities 

are available in the system. After one role has been loaded for a Broker firm, that user will 

be able to load additional users for the specified Broker firm. 

User Management and Work Flow

Loading a Broker User Account and an Authoriser User Account within the 

BBO Environment 

View Workflow Messages



The BBO System Provides the following core 
Functionality Cont.. 

Instrument Maintenance is maintaining instruments within the BBO solution. Instruments 

can be loaded manually or via ISO 20022 Standard SWIFT messages. This also impacts 

portfolio reports as instruments are linked to instrument sectors as well as instrument 

price history as per manual input, bulk upload and ISO 20022 standard messaging from 

the exchange. 

Add and maintain instruments to trade

Add and maintain types of instruments 

Add and maintain Instrument sectors 

Perform a bulk instrument upload 

Manual intervention is only necessary in rare cases, all instruments, trades and holdings 

are received via Swift messages from the CSD, ensuring the BBO is continuously up to 

date with the latest market activity.

Instrument Maintenance

Add and Maintain Types of Instruments

Add and Maintain Instrument Sector



SWIFT messaging is an intelligent view that can interpret ISO 20022 and 15022 SWIFT 

messages. This also keeps transaction logs of all transactions in and out of the BBO 

system. This also automatically links certain messages to shareholders portfolios and or 

trading accounts. 

View of SWIFT messages 

Linked scrip account- SWIFT message view 

 Linked instruction, SWIFT message view

The BBO System Provides the following core 
Functionality Cont.. 

Swift Messaging

View Swift Messages



The BBO System Provides the following core 
Functionality Cont.. 

The system will maintain an audit trail of all user activity in the system, including 

addition of data, modification of data and deletion of data.

The system will maintain an audit trail of all menu accesses made by a user, 

including the time of entry and exit.

The system will maintain an audit trail of all unsuccessful logons

Generate Detailed Audit Trail Report

Audit Trail

When loading a Broker in the system, a lot of basic details are required such as Broker 

BPID, SWIFT BIC address if SWIFT enabled. Should SWIFT be enabled, you can 

customize what messages and what standard of messages will be sent or received to the 

Brokerage Firm.  Brokers would be linked to a member bank to ensure smooth 

communication with CSDP’s. System administration will handle this role in the loading of 

business partners. 

Loading a Broker into the BBO Environment as a Business Partner



SOUTH AFRICA

SECURITIES TRADING TECHNOLOGY

Securities & Trading Technology, founded in 1985, is a South African based company specialising in 

the development of leading financial market software solutions. As well as providing solutions to 

South African based organisations, STT boasts an impressive and ever growing footprint throughout 

Africa which includes; Kenya, Mauritius, Namibia, Uganda, Tanzania, Zambia, and Nigeria.

Our core products cover exchange solutions, to custodian solutions, to central depository solutions, to 

back office management systems, to front end trading tools. 

We are passionate about creating tailored solutions to individual companies with the highest 

standards ensured, and with our extensive collective knowledge in the financial markets; we strive to 

deliver quality products that are not only in line with the latest technology but follow best practice. 

Building long term partnerships is one of the core missions of STT as a business and keeping and 

maintaining those relationships is our core aim. At STT we view providing software solutions as an 

on-going, long term commitment, and so with that, the solutions grow and develop over time, just as 

our clients change over time. 

Company Overview

Physical Address:
8th Floor, Douglas Roberts Centre

22 Skeen Boulevard
Bedfordview

Gauteng
South Africa

2007

MAURITIUS
Postal Address:

PO Box 507

Bedfordview

2008

Tel: +27 11 663-4300

Email: marketing@tsti.co.za

stt-software.com

Physical Address:

c/o Vistra (Mauritius) Limited

3rd Floor, 355 NeXTeracom Tower I

Cybercity

Ebene

Mauritius
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